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FIG 5-2 JACK DETAIL
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FIGURE 5-10 VELOCITY TRANSDUCER SYSTEM
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5-19 GENERAL RESISTANCE DIAGRAM FOR UNIFORM
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FIGURE 7-1-6 — BACKWATER RATIO VS CHANNEL OPENING
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FIGURE 7-1-8 BACKWATER RATIO FOR GEOMETRY
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FIGURE 7-1-9 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY I a













































































FIGURE 7-2-1 a BACKWATER RATIO VS CHANNEL
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FIGURE 7- 2- lb BACKWATER RATIO VS
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FIGURE 7-2-2 DISCHARGE COEF VS CHANNEL OPENING
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FIG. 7- 2- 5a COMPARISON BETWEEN BACKWATER
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FIGURE 7-2-m BACKWATER RATIO FOR GEOMET-








































FIGURE 7-2-12 BACKWATER RATIO FOR GEOMET-








































FIGURE 7-2-13 BACKWATER RATIO FOR GEOMETRY I b
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FIGURE 7-2-15 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY I a



































FIGURE 7-2-ie HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY lb


































FIGURE 7-2-17 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY Ib
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FIGURE 7-2-is SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENTS






































































































































FIG.7-3-1 BACKWATER RATIO FOR DUAL PARALLEL BRIDGES
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FIGURE 7-3-8 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY II























FIGURE 7-3-9 BACKWATER RATIO FOR GEOMETRY II
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FIGURE 7-3-17 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY II





















FIGURE 7-3-18 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY II















FIGURE 7-3-19 SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENTS, GEO-
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FIG. 7-4-1 BACKWATER RATIO FOR ARCH BRIDGES
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FIG.7-4-2BACKWATER RATIO FOR ARCH BRIDGES
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FIG. 7-4-6- GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO FOR






















BACKWATER RATIO , GEOMETRY III


























BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY III
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FIGURE 7-4-9 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY III






























FIGURE 7-4-10 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY III






















SUMMARY OF BACKWATER RATIO, GEO-




































HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY III




























HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEMETRY III























FIGURE 7-4-14 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY III
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FIGURE 7-4-15 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY III
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FIGURE 7-4-16 SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENTS
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FIG 7-5-7 - GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO


























FIGURE 7-5-8 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY IY
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FIGURE 7-5 -9 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY ITT




























FIGURE 7-5-10 BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRY IV


























FIGURE 7-5-11 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY IY

























































FIGURE 7-5-13 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY IT












FIGURE 7-5-14 SUMMARY OF BACKWATER RATIO




















FIGURE 7-5-15 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY ITT






















FIGURE 7-5-ie HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY ITT
ROUGH BOUNDARY e =0 8
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FIGURE 7-5-17 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY TV
ROUGH BOUNDARY e = 0.85
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FIGURE 7-5-is HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY IT
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FIGURE 7-5-20 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY ITT











FIGURE 7-5-21 SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENTS























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Channel Opening Ratio M'









Channel Opening Ratio M'
FIG. 7-6 -2 -BACKWATER RATIO FOR SKEW ARCH BRIDGES
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FIG 7- 6 -4 -BACKWATER RATIO FOR SKEW ARCH BRIDGES
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FIGURE 7-6-7 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY Ya


























BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY TTa
























FIGURE 7-6-9 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY HQ

























FIGURE 7-6-10 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY Y"a
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FIGURE 7-6-1 SUMMARY OF BACKWATER RATIO
























FIGURE 7-6-12 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY Ta






















FIGURE 7-6-13 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY TTa























FIGURE 7-6-14 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY Ta
























FIGURE 7-6-15 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY TTa
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FIGURE 7-6-16 SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENTS






























































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 7-7-2 BACKWATER RATIO
,
GEOMETRY










FIGURE 7-7-3 SUMMARY OF BACKWATER RATIO, GEO
















































































































































FIGURE 7-9-1 BACKWATER RATIO , GEOMETRY "STII





















FIGURE 7-9-2 BACKWATER RATIO, GEOMETRY VII

























FIGURE 7-9-3 BACKWATER RATIO , GEOMETRY YII
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FIGURE 7-9-5 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY "ETI
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FIGURE 7-9-6 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT,
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FIGURE 7-9-7 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT, GEOMETRY "2TI
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FIGURE 7-9-8 SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT
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Fig 8-5-2 b Typical Flow Condition Through Constriction
9 2.
FIG 8-5-3 SLUG FLOW AT BARREL EXIT
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FIG. 8-9-1 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR GEOMETRY


















FIG. 8-9-2 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR GEOMETRY
















FIG. 8-9-3 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR GEOMETRY
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FIG 8-9-4 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR GEOMETRY
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FIG. 8-9-5 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT FOR GEOMETRY
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FIG 8-9-6 SUMMARY OF HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT
CURVES FOR GEOMETRIES I a , ft lb
SMOOTH BOUNDARIES
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FIG. 8-9-7 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT CURVES FOR GEO'
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FIG 8-9-8 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT CURVE FOR




























FIG. 8-9-9 HEAD LOSS COEFFICIENT CURVE FOR GEO-
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FIG.8-I0-IGENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRY
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FIG.8-I0-2GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRY
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FIG 8-10-3 GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRY






























FIG. 8-10-4 GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRY
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FIG. 8-10-5 GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRY
lb, SMOOTH BOUNDARIES , -g- = 1.0
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FIG. 8-10-6 SUMMARY OF BACKWATER RATIO CURVES FOR
GEOMETRIES la AND lb .SMOOTH BOUNDARIES
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FIG. 8-10-7 GENERALIZED BACKWATER RATIO GEOMETRIES
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Olney Street and Pogue's Run
Aerial Photographs Numbers 48 (166-167)




Pogue's Run to Jefferson
Aerial photographs 48 (170-1




South Bel mont and Little Buck Creek
Aerial Photographs 48(157-8)
Scale: one inch re presents 50 feet
July 1963

Bridge Number 15 A
Pleasant Run to Villa
Aerial Photographs 4 8 (172-3)




Eost Jefferson Street and Hurricane Ci
Franklin , Indiana
Aerial Photographs 148(155-156)
Scale: One inch represents 50 feet
FIG-9-8-6
Bridge Number 59A
Pla infield-While Lick Creek and 267
Aerial Photographs 48(159-60)
Scale: one inch represents 50 feet
FIG 9-9-6 July 1963
Bridge Number 66A
Deon Road to Howl on d Ditch
Aeriol Photographs 145(164-5)
Scale: l inch represents 50 feet
July 1963
FIG- 9-10-6
